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using deep tech
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Singh also said that the gov-
eroment proposes to setup
a dedicated 'Fund of Funds'
(FoF) that
Alternate

ence that separate window movement success stories
'would soon be made avail- has been because we hal'e
abie to support deveiop- been able to create FoF.

ment of deeptech start-ups Part of the risk taking is

in the couatry. done through fund of funds.
He .also uriderscored the Work is really done by the

need for start-ups to gain llenrure capital,", he said.

the ability to commercialise "If we are able to create a

Intellectual Properry Rights patient capital for deep

(IPRs). "It is no1 enough to tech, that wiil be a big story
do innovation, you should for deep tech to grow and
be able to convert it into prosper. Future lies in deep
IPRs which are oflong term tech".
benefits to the country- and S Ramann, Chairman and
yowself," he added. Mfag.rng Director, SIDBI,

said that of the t12,000-
RESOURCES lN AIF crore funds committed to
Amitabh Kant, G20 Sherpa support stan-ups, the draw-
and former CEO NITI dou'n has been to the rune
Aa1rcg, said there is a need oft4,500crore.Thist4,500
for blg deep tech FoF that crore has been catal1'tic in
would deploy resources in helping start-uPs garner an-
AIFs. other t56,000 crore, he

"Much of the start-ups added,

Funds (AIFs), which would
then pump in funds into
deep tech start-ups.

The Centre had about
eight years back through
SIDBI set up a dedicated
FoF to the tune of t10,000
crore to support s!a{-ups.
Now, it is looking tii set up
another Fund of Funds tar-
geted at deep tech
stafi-ups.
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